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WELCOME TO COINMERGE
CoinMerge is a new crypto currency platform, and corresponding

token, which is set to launch on July 16th. The CoinMerge team is

meticulously crafting a new kind of platform which will combine all

of the best features from top crypto resource sites such as 

 DexTools and Bog. CoinMerge grants a new level of accessibility

for investors, regardless of their experience level, by providing

charts and relevant crypto data for both ERC and BSC while also

seamlessly integrating chat room channels like Telegram and

Discord all in one place.  Using CoinMerge, you can watch, chart,

and chat with community members conveniently in just one easy

to use tab.
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OUR MISSION
No one ever said Crypto was easy. There is an overwhelming amount

of information to absorb, and hundreds of pages,  channels, and

sites to juggle just to access a fraction of the relevant data you

need to be successful. Right now, investors must constantly switch

between  analytic/trade resources (such as DexTools, PooCoin, Bog

Tools, Uniswap, Pancake Swap), while also having to bounce

between multiple Telegram chats and Discord channels just to keep

up  with a single project community. Even highly-seasoned crypto

investors  acknowledge that this is a nightmare; there just isn't a

better option out there.

Until Now.

CoinMerge will simplify this process by combining these tools and

functions into a single, seamless platform.
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Gone are the days of switching

between Telegram chats and

many Discord channels.

Coinmerge will offer both coin-

specific chat rooms and

additional moderated Crypto-

related "Off Topic" spaces.

SOCIAL CONNECTION

Customizable, live price

charts 

Total supply

Market cap

Total liquidity

Daily volume

and much more!

Track your tokens by watching:

INFORMATION AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS

While actual utility is the

powerhouse of a successful

token, CoinMerge will also be

the first to  provide holders

with a 5% reflection yield in

Etherium  on every single

transaction.

ETHERIUM REFLECTION

04WHAT IS COINMERGE?
An all-in-one platform that combines the best of crypto

data, community chatroom channels, ad placement

revenue, and the opportunity for financial freedom 
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TRUE UTILITY 
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CoinMerge is a legitimate LLC with a usecase

that sets it apart as an invaluable asset for

crypto traders of all experience levels. The

CoinMerge Platform will continue to grow and

evolve  over time, always adding new value for

users and holders, alike. Even as $CMERGE goes

through peaks and valleys, your ETH reflections

will continuously add up to ensure steady and

dependable earnings simply for holding. 

LONG-TERM, STABLE GROWTH



Watching customizable graphs and charts in

real-time allows you  to best predict when to

buy and sell coins. Follow the path of your

project through candles, lines, area charts,

and more, in easy to adjust measurements of

minutes, hours, days, or weeks.

GRAPHS

Tracking and analyzing relevant data is critical

when it comes to understanding the past,

present, and future potential of your

investments. CoinMerge provides accurate,

up-to-date information for you to view in both

your private or public channels. 

DATA

THE FUTURE OF

Crypto Analytics
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Discuss, share, and brag in live chats about

when you bought low or sold high (or

commiserate with others about the

opposite). Chat with Moderators, Admins,

and even project owners to have all your

questions answered in one  place.

DISCUSS INVESTMENTS IN REAL TIME

Coin Merge does more than just maintain

your current portfolio. This platform can also

be used to find pre-sales, new launches, and

other exciting token projects to invest in.

EXPLORE NEW TOKENS AND PROJECTS
Finally a chat system designed for the

cryptocommunity. CoinMerge creates specific 

 channels for individual tokens or ecosystems,

as well as "off topic" channels for other crypto-

related conversations.

TELEGRAM MEETS DISCORD
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More than just a chat room
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5 billion supply, fully diluted at launch
100% of liquidity locked in Uniswap
10% tax per every transaction

TOKENOMICS



PROPORTIONAL REDISTRIBUTIONS

COMMUNITY REWARDS FRICTIONLESS PROJECT FUNDING
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The strongest tokenomics work automatically to sustain

the growth of both the project and its community.

5% Yield in ETHEREUM 

1% Redistributed to active

members as Community Rewards 

4% redistributed into CoinMerge

project funding*

*These funds will be used for listings, exchanges, project overhead, team building,

development, marketing, and anything else needed to ensure that CoinMerge is a

groundbreaking success. 



ETH REFLECTIONS
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That's right.  Reflections from $CMERGE will be counted and

allocated to holders who choose to diamond hand their

CoinMerge in ETHEREUM.

BSC reflection tokens are not only inaccurate, but a dime a

dozen at this point. 

CoinMerge is the first and only Reflection Model  that gives

you traceable dividends you can reliably document. This is the

very first token to offer this unique benefit to its holders. 

The ETH returns allow you to access a stable coin which is

independent from the potential price volatility of a new token.

Use your Ethereum to buy more CoinMerge to increase your

yield rate, or use it to invest in one of the new tokens you

discover using our platform.

THE FIRST OF ITS KIND



NO TEAM WALLETS
NO TEAM TOKENS

ALL BUSINESS
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CoinMerge celebrates the foundational values

of responsibility, transparency, and integrity by

choosing a fair launch with nothing set aside

for personal gain and no "secret" dev wallets.
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What to Expect as We Move Forward

ROADMAP



The CoinMerge Platform is scheduled to be live and fully

functional in September, 2021.

LAUNCH COINMERGE PLATFORM
Coin Merge will go Live July 16th 2021

TOKEN DEPLOYMENT

While CoinMerge is starting off on the

right foot with a robust  and

enthusiastic community,  continuing to

increase our reach across multiple

platforms is crucial for our long-term

success. One of the ways we plan  to

achieve this is by using the Community

Wallet to  reward active and engaged

CoinMerge members.

COMMUNITY EXPANSIONWe will complete the CoinMerge

token contact and begin public

review process.

DEVELOPMENT

While we have already established

a  strong core team, CoinMerge will

continue to grow. As we bring you

new and exciting features,  we will

most likely  onboard new devs to

help out. Additionally, new admins

and moderators will be added as

needed to the team to ensure a

happy and healthy community.

TEAM BUILDING

2021
Q3
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While are Devs are doxxed and respected in

their field, we believe our security would not

be complete without a  successful Certik  (or

other comparable company) audit to ensure

CoinMerge will always be safe for our users.

REPUTABLE AUDIT
Because CoinMerge has no automatic burn

built into the Tokenomics, we are eligible

for other major Central Exchanges and will

be pursuing them when the time is right.

CEX LISTINGS
The platform will continue to update and

integrate exciting new features and

capabilities. CoinMerge is designed to

constantly evolve and improve  the

services we provide to our users.

FULL INTEGRATION

The Community Wallet will continue to reward  driven

and passionate members with raffles, giveaways,

contests, and more. Paid marketing has its place, but

nothing can compete with enthusiastic individuals who

are committed to making this a successful project. 

GRASSROOTS MARKETING2021
Q4
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FOCUS ON COMMUNITY
Our success is based on more than  just shilling

on social media. Instead, we prioritize growing

our community by always showing value to 

 users of the CoinMerge Platform. The utility and

functions available on CoinMerge guarantee an

ever-expanding lineup of projects, chat rooms,

and individuals who can share their talents and

achievements with us.



A TEAM YOU CAN TRUST
CoinMerge is approaching the cryptosphere as

a legitimate business. If you wouldn't trust your

assets with an anonymous team in the real

world, why would you do it in the digital one?
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ABOUT THE OWNER
The fully doxxed founder of CoinMerge is Matthew Goodhead, a resident

of Houston, Texas,  who has been involved in Crypto for 7 years.

Goodhead has always held the opinion that cryptocurrency will be the

future of international technology. As an avid investor, Goodhead is

familiar with the inconveniences of utilizing multiple platforms to

access the relevant data to make informed decisions.  So, after

discussing the topic  with his colleagues and heavily researching it, he

decided to embark on a mission to bring simplicity and functionality to

the cryptocommunity, while becoming the premiere crypto outlet at the

same time.

Married with three kids, Goodhead knows what it means to support a

community. Among other achievements, he was nominated Hero of

Houston after hurricane Harvey for forming teams and helping tear out

damaged flooring and Sheetrock for over 100 flooded homes.
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Spreading unsubstantiated information from unofficial sources

Inappropriate, NSFW, or threatening comments / material

Posts which doxx others

Actual FUD (not including sincere questions and concerns)

The cryptosphere blurs the lines between the professional aspects of

a project and the casual aspects of being a community member.  This is

an incredible phenomenon which allows investors unparalleled access

to projects and fosters remarkable growth. However, one of the

biggest drawbacks to this setup comes from unclear codes of

conduct.

At CoinMerge, we hold self-expression and communication at the heart

of our project,  so there are only a few kinds of content which will be

removed/banned

COMMUNITY STANDARDS



OFFICIAL RESOURCES
Telegram: https://t.me/CoinMergeMain

Discord: https://discord.gg/RTks4arj

Twitter: https://twitter.com/coinmerge?s=21

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/898383967383962

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/coinmergeofficial/

Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/user/CoinMerge

TikTok: https://www.tiktok.com/@coinmerge

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSX0TGWLw14Cq1fuoJIA5yw

Official Website:  https://www.coinmerge.io/
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https://www.coinmerge.io/

